
Summary

1

Virtual meetings share in all the same challenges as in-person meetings and more. 

Between technology and connection issues, the ease of distractions and multi-

tasking, and difficulty in engaging through a screen, it's almost a wonder we have

virtual meetings at all. But given their proliferation, it's about time we take them

seriously and make virtual meetings productive and enjoyable.

This mini-guide contains suggestions and sample norms for virtual meeting

processes, technology and participation.

 

The full guide contains step-by-step instructions for using Trello to facilitate

brainstorming sessions that mimic the tried-and-true sticky-note and cloud-

clustering exercises used during in-person meetings. Bonus: You can use this

approach during in-person meetings too or as pre-work between meetings. 

"Using Google docs and Trello boards make the
virtual meeting collaborative and interactive in ways
that more closely simulate in-person meetings while

also getting more thinking onto the table.
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Category                                Practice or Norm

Virtual Meeting Practices

Clear and explicit virtual meeting practices reduce the complexity when connecting

digitally. The more your team upholds its own practices, the easier and more

comfortable virtual meetings will become. What practices will your team agree to?
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Technology                       How to Use It + Why I Recommend It

Technology for Virtual Meetings

The right technology is critical to enabling productive and enjoyable virtual teams and

meetings. Below is a list of technology tools to consider incorporating into your team,

along with suggestions for how to use each tool so you can optimize virtual

engagement and minimize potential issues.
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Technology                       How to Use It + Why I Recommend It

Get the full guide by joining
 

community at
www.patreon.com/modernmanager

THE MODERN MANAGER
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